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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Details of the ECB’s spread narrowing tool and gas prices in focus 

USD Recession watch in the wake of the Fed stepping up the pace of tightening 

JPY Does the BoJ holding the line on 10yr JGBs mean a weaker yen? 

GBP Inflation to climb even higher before the next utility-driven jump in autumn. BoE is losing control of the inflation narrative   

 

Overnight comment  
In the wake of the market testing the BoJ on YCC last week, Japan’s inflation data were 
back in focus today. One reason for challenging the BoJ on YCC is the assumption that 
inflation in Japan will rise just as it has elsewhere (See Currency Comment for 

additional details). To date Japan is one of the few developed markets where core 
inflation remains far below target. Almost all price pressures in Japan are confined to 
energy and food products (We note that it wasn’t that long ago that you could say the 
same for the eurozone). Headline inflation came in at 2.5%YoY, above target but ex 
fresh food and energy the CPI is just 0.8%YoY. The BoJ (and the bulk of private sector 
economists) see Japanese CPI back below 2% next year, thus limiting the need to end 
the stimulus ensured by YCC. USD/JPY ended the Asian session well off the highs 
seen earlier in the week, sitting around 134.80. 

 
A better tone for equity markets, even as recession fears pushed bond yields 
lower, helped EUR/USD push up as high as 1.054 in early European trade. 2yr UST 

yields are on course for one of their biggest declines since March 2020.    
 

In the UK the government lost both by-election seats but the results had little impact on 
GBP. UK consumer confidence also edged a fraction lower, albeit to a new record low. In 
the wake of the softer than expected retail sales data (once the downward revisions from 
April are taken into account) GBP/USD starts the European session sitting around 
1.2270.   

           

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

GE – IFO business climate index (DI, Jun) 92.8/93.0 

UK – Retail sales (%MoM, May) -0.7/1.4 

UK – Consumer confidence (DI, Jun) -40/-40 

US – U Mich Consumer sentiment, final (DI, Jun) 50.2/50.2 (p) 

US – New home sales (%MoM, May) -0.2/-16.6 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. The INSEE survey of French businesses improved even as the PMI survey 

deteriorated. As such it is not a given that the IFO business climate will weaken just 
because the German PMI did.                       
 
US. The last few weeks have seen talk of US recession risks explode. One the key data 

points is the multi-year low for US consumer confidence. At 46.8, the expectations index 
of the Michigan survey is at a record low. The other focus will be on inflation 
expectations in the survey. The Fed is concerned about expectation getting out of 
control. One reason for the 75bp hike in June was to reassure people that the Fed will do 
whatever it takes. With mortgage rates over 5.8% and at their highest levels since 2008, 
the housing market is slowing rapidly. However, the plunge in new home sales in April 
hints at a slower pace of decline in May.               

Market Summary  
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
Will the BoJ abandon YCC? 

Yield Curve Control (YCC) is a means to an end, a tool to ensure that rates remain low and that the resulting stimulus is not 
prematurely withdrawn thus hindering the Bank efforts to hit the 2% inflation target. YCC will be withdrawn when the BoJ sees 
its inflation goal as in sight or the costs outweigh the benefits.  
 
With regard to achieving the 2% inflation target casual observers might argue that today’s CPI, which shows inflation at 
2.5%YoY suggests the BoJ has already achieved its aim and can thus abandon YCC. However, as with most central banks 
the BoJ is not only trying to get inflation to 2.0%, it is trying to maintain it there over the medium term. The BoJ’s forecasts and 
the vast bulk of private sector forecasts suggest that once the energy and food impact subsides next year, inflation in Japan 
will slide back well below target. The fact that ex fresh food and energy CPI in Japan is just 0.8%YoY suggests that this 
indeed likely. Core inflation in Japan remains well below target while it is far above target across most other developed 
markets (see chart below left).  
 
There are a number of good reasons why inflation in Japan is less likely to become a problem for the BoJ in the same way it 
has for the rest of the G10 central banks. Exhibit 1 is the consumption tax hike in late 2019. GDP in Q4 2019 dropped 
2.8%QoQ. Given that potential growth in Japan is below 1%, this leaves the output gap very wide going into the Covid crisis. 
Japan may have recovered its pre-Covid level of GDP (Q4 2019) like most other countries but it certainly hasn’t recovered its 
pre-consumption tax level of GDP (Q3 2019). Despite the recovery, Japan’s output gap is still wide. Exhibit 2 is policy during 
the pandemic. In sharp contrast to elsewhere Japan’s policy setting eased significantly less (in large part because they were 
already so loose). For example, interest rates in Japan were not lowered during Covid! Fiscal policy was loosened but not to 
the same extent as elsewhere. This means Japan’s recovery has been weaker. Exhibit 3 is Japan’s long history as a low 
inflation country that has made it hard for the corporate sector to push price hikes onto customers. Looking at the supply side 
indices in the PMI, the prices paid, prices received and the delivery times – yes they have risen in Japan but the degree to 
which they have risen is considerably smaller than elsewhere where they have hit record levels by a very wide margin. The 
combination of a weaker recovery and the reluctance of companies to push price increases onto customers means price 
pressures are much more limited. Here we see population decline as an important contributing factor. Japan is the poster 
child of population decline. The academic debate about whether population decline is inflationary or deflationary remains 
heated but for us the facts on the ground firmly suggest it is deflationary.  
 
If the BoJ is not going to hit its CPI target then it would only abandon YCC is it felt that it was ineffective or the side effects 
were greater than the benefits. Back in January in a box in its quarterly Outlook for Economic Activity and Prices report the 
BoJ laid out the case for the weak yen being a benefit for the economy and we still see that as the BoJ’s core view. Granted, 
the BoJ did put some caveats at the end of the box and these suggest less benefits via declining consumer confidence, but on 
balance we still believe that the BoJ sees a weaker currency as a plus/neutral. Thus the hit from abandoning YCC via higher 
interest rates would not be offset by the reversal of the damage of the weaker currency.                  
 

Inflation in Japan is still much much lower than elsewhere, in part due to the negative output gap 

  

Source: Bloomberg, BoJ 
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FX forecasts (as of 1 Jun) Current Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q1 23

USD/JPY 129 129 125 123 120

EUR/USD 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.09 1.10

GBP/USD 1.26 1.27 1.29 1.34 1.39

EUR/GBP 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.79

EUR/JPY 138 138 134 134 132

GBP/JPY 163 164 161 165 167
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